[Doubtful mammographic findings: the value of negative MR mammography for tumor exclusion].
To determine whether the addition of MR mammography (MRM) is useful in excluding malignant lesions and how reliable negative MRM findings are. Amongst 694 MRM's, those originally regarded as normal were retrospectively reappraised. 239 female patients were involved. In all these patients there were clinical, sonographic and/or mammographic findings which were not entirely normal but there was no urgent indication for histological clarification. In 46 patients there were, however, histological examinations since the patients themselves insisted on it. In the remaining patients there was clinical, sonographic, mammographic and/or MRM follow-up after 12 to 18 months. In 95.4% (200/239) a carcinoma could be excluded by means of MRM, in 7 patients a carcinoma in situ and in two patients an invasive carcinoma was demonstrated histologically which had not been demonstrated by MRM. Even in retrospect, no abnormality could be found. Because of the only moderate sensitivity of MRM in the recognition of carcinoma in situ, doubtful lesions which can be localised, should be biopsied by a stereotactic method. In cases where evaluation is difficult on clinical, sonographic and mammographic findings, MRM is of value in excluding tumours, particularly in patients with increased carcinoma risk.